Friday Night Carnival
To Bring to Conclusion
Drive for Campus Chest

Week’s Activities Begin With Variety Show in H.H.
Crowning of Queen Will Take Place at Carnival

The final week of this year’s Campus Chest Drive will be kicked off tomorrow night at 9 with a variety show in Irvine Auditorium.

The show, based on a Steve Allen theme, will feature performances by members of the Mask and Wig Club and the Pennsylvania Players. The cast members will present excerpts from their forthcoming productions, the Players’ production of “Our Town,” and the Mask and Wig skit “Yankee Till You Die.”

Carnival, which the Campus Chest program is “A Phantasy,” a surrealist art, and a camera program of lectures and exhibitions on Fine Arts. Participating in the drive are 100 percent of the dormitories. Houses with 100 percent participation in the drive will receive a trophy, which will be awarded at the annual meeting of the House Association.

Harrison Laboratory until that time, when Hurricane Hazel hit the Philadelphia area. Despite the storm, the carnival was held as scheduled, and many of the exhibits were displayed.

The show includes a world-famous collection of Casts,” continued Miss Quinn, “including the Casts of the University of Pennsylvania’s Players, and members of The Daily Pennsylvania. The show, according to Miss Kathleen C. Quinn, is almost entirely composed of new, and highly-polished talent.

Only four members of this cast have had previous experience in a Players production. Robert McCracken, chairman of the Life Trusteeship made valuable contributions to the show. Miss Quinn will also be the producer of the show.

The beginning of Sandy Smith, and the Army Signal Corps Laboratory, as well as the Life Trusteeship.

The Pennsylvania Players will present Thornton Wilder’s “Our Town” on December 8 and 9 in Irvine Auditorium.

FALL SERIES OF FILMS ON FINE ARTS HAS PREMIERE TONIGHT

Four films are on this fall’s schedule that inaugurate a fall series of films presented by the Fine Arts Advisory Council. The series is a part of the program of lectures and exhibitions sponsored by the newly-formed Fine Arts Advisory Council.

The first film in the series, which will be shown tonight, is titled “Film Noir and the Female Image.” The film is presented in collaboration with the Department of English.

The film, directed by Humphrey Jennings, is a study of the private lives of women in the film noir genre. It presents the lives of women as seen through the eyes of the private investigator, a genre that has been popular in recent years.

The second film in the series, “The Sound of Music,” will be shown on November 21. The film is based on the Broadway musical of the same name, and stars Julie Andrews and Christopher Plummer.

The third film, “The Great Gatsby,” will be shown on December 19. The film is based on F. Scott Fitzgerald’s novel, and stars Leonardo DiCaprio and Carey Mulligan.

The final film in the series, “The Godfather,” will be shown on January 9. The film is based on Mario Puzo’s novel, and stars Marlon Brando and Al Pacino.
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Friday Night Carnival
To Bring to Conclusion
Drive for Campus Chest
Week’s Activities Begin With Variety Show in H.H.
Growing of Queen Will Take Place at Carnival
The final week of this year’s Campus Chest Drive will be kicked off tomorrow night at 9 with a variety show in Irvin Auditorium.
The show, based on a Steve Allen theme, will feature performances by members of the Mask and Wig Club and the Pennsylvania Players. The cast members will present excerpts from their forthcoming productions, the Player's production of "Our Town," and "Vamp Toi Ready." The proceeds from the Campus Chest Queen till will be divided among the groups, and a raffle will be held to raise funds for the drive.
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Soccer men Swamp Brown 7-1, To Capture Ivy League Opener
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND, October 8—Displaying historic unraveled scoring prowess, Pennsylvania's soccer team opened its Ivy League campaign with a 7-1 victory over Harvard University. For the 1964 season, the team was considered one of the most formidable in the nation, and the match provided a glimpse of the team's potential.

Pennsylvania Players Name Cast For Dec. Production of "Our Town"
The Pennsylvania Players will present Thornton Wilder's "Our Town" on December 9 and 10 in Irvin Auditorium.
The cast has been chosen and the leading parts are as follows:
- Stage Manager and Narrator: Richard H. Pachella
- Robert G. Chelmen Craner, Herbert Folpe, Nicholas P. Fishbein, Marc Franklin
- Stage Manager and Narrator, Richard H. Pachella; Doctor Gibbs, Charles W. Student, Halpert, Eugene G. Halperrn; Mrs. Webb, Emily Webb; Mrs. McCracken, Charlotte J. Shaver; and Emily Webb, Rita Di Piazzola.

Princeton TD Drive Defeats
Stubborn Penn Eleven 7-0
From pennsaukick Rich Ross starts upfield after intercepting a forward pass in Saturday's Quack-Princeton football game. Ross, who was at the width of the field to stop the pass, decided to bring down the pass on the 15. Princeton won 7-0.
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Finch's pass was low, with Sa- mson. The pass was deflected as Samson stumbled and fell in the air and scrambled all the way into the Princeton end zone. However, a clipping penalty on the 2-yd line nullified the score.

Penn State Players

Police

Princeton FB Ranks Quakers
Their fans with two last minute drives, each others'- territory. Moving from their own end zone, Penn's Phi- ladelphia Law Arm of Saul, who was graduated from the University of Pennsylvania in 1955, was named the Society's new chairman. Saul was named the Society's new chairman.
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DP News Staff Meets Today
There will be a final meeting of all editorial staff members today, at 4 in the Franklin Room.

Sprint Group Names 6 to Membership
Six Pennsylvania sprinters, including six new non-rotating members, were named to the Sprint Group today. The new members are: Paul Bunten, Brown; Don Hilt, Cornell; Ted Grubbs, Penn; Alan Warren, Yale; and Howie Newcomb, Princeton.

The new members and the organization they represent were: Paul Bunten, Brown; Don Hilt, Cornell; Ted Grubbs, Penn; Alan Warren, Yale; and Howie Newcomb, Princeton.
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DMarcik's final pass was batted away by the Princeton defense, and the game was called at a 7-0 tie.
Letter To The Editor

Editor, Daily Pennsylvania:

I wish to take this opportunity to thank the members of the Dormitory administration for the fine attitude which was displayed at the time of the unfortunate little fracas on Sunday.

I should like also to offer public commendation to the Dormitory administration, and other interested parties who insisted on maintaining order and in evacuating the Dormitory classrooms so that the Dormitory administration would have less to worry about.

I would also like to thank the students for their serious attitude towards this problem.

I wish to express to all of you the appreciation I have for the fine attitude which was displayed at the time of the unfortunate little fracas on Sunday.

I wish to express my appreciation to all of you for your fine attitude which was displayed at the time of the unfortunate little fracas on Sunday.
I-M Net Tournament Begins This Afternoon

The All-University Tennis Tournament begins today at 1:30 p.m. on the River Field Tennis Courts. Wallace Johnson, tennis coach and director of the tournament, is working men from the intramural and interfraternity tennis teams, which is the bulk of the men for the staging of the tournament.

Entering the competition from last year’s varsity squad are Ralph Finnecone and Dave Lam.

From the new men, the strength of the team which will probably remain somewhere around 54 strong. Some fifteen frosh have dropped off the squad since practice began.

With practice for the frosh team, Coach John Butler has not yet decided on a starting lineup for the opening game with Princeton on October 13.

Butler’s biggest difficulty in choosing theecess for an opening eleven has been the lack of sufficient time for stiff practice sessions. Four nights a week the practice sessions have come out against the Quakers, run ning with the only small group with which to work. The Frosh manager stressed the importance of practice, saying that much of last year’s strength was the result of practice.

Starting Eleven

Ralph Finnecone, Phi Kappa Psi; and Sigma Nu, Phi Kappa Psi. Among 58 others who are in the net tournament. These men are interested in learning the rules of the game and are busy working out for sufficient time for stiff practice. With the Frosh as a nucleus of the team, Coach John Butler can work out plans as to a starting eleven.

The Frosh manager asserted, “None To Be Cut.”

Ralph Rosato. None to be cut. The frosh and junior men will have an additional maneuver in order to meet their fire three schedule.

Start the 1955 CHEST DRIVE

GOAL: $3.00 per person

METHOD OF GIVING: Painless deduction from student’s deposit

CHARITIES BENEFITED:

- Christian Association
- Hillel
- International House
- Tag Day
- University Camp for Boys
- University Camp for Girls
- American Friends Service Committee
- National Scholarship Fund for Negro Students
- World University Service
- March of Dimes
- National TB Association
- United Fund

Support the 1955 CHEST DRIVE.
E. F. Smith Chemistry Collection Moved To Quarters in Hare Bldg.

A corner of the new quarters of the Edgar F. Smith Memorial Collection in the History of Chemistry at the University of Pennsylvania, furnished with Dr. Smith's old desk and chairs. Large portrait on wall is of Dr. Smith.

(Continued From Page One) was at that time and still is, corresponding with chemists in other institutions and doing research work for them in the books in the library. The collection is now again available under the present arrangement.

Dr. Claude K. Detchever, assistant director of the Harris Laboratories, has been named Acting Curator of the collection and Mrs. Elizabeth E. Russell has been named custodian. Hours of the collection are at present from 9:30 a.m. until 12:30 p.m.

In addition to the 8,000 books and pamphlets in the collection, there are also nearly 1,500 manuscripts, 5,000 portrait prints and many other items of chemical apparatus which are of historical significance. Among the rare items in the collection is a rare copy of Commentaria Super Libros Physicorum
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